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The Spitfire HF VII was
designed as a high altitude
fighter, with a pressurised
cockpit. Initially delivered
with extended wing-tipsincreasing the wing-span to
40ft 2in), many of the
airframes lost this feature
during their later service, and
reverted to the standard wing
span of 36ft 10in, also losing
the special high altitude
medium sea grey / PRU blue
camouflage finish in favour of
the standard temperate
scheme.
Essentially, the airframe was
similar to that of the Spitfire
VIII, which was also initially
delivered with the extended
wing-tips. As with the Spitfire
VIII, the early Spitfire VII
airframes were initially delivered with the standard rudder, but most were subsequently built with the enlarged,
pointed rudder. In common with the Spitfire VIII the Spitfire also had the reduced span ailerons, and a retractable tail-wheel. A distinguishing feature of the Spitfire VII was the pressurisation intake on the starboard side
of the engine cowling. Armament was 2 x 2mm cannon and 4 x .303in machine guns.
A total of 140 Spitfire VII airframes was constructed.
One point should be made clear: the type of wing
fitted to any Spitfire airframe (clipped, standard,
or extended) did not denote whether it was an LF,
F, or HF variant of any particular mark. That was
determined by the version of the engine which
was fitted.
This airframe, MD124, is from the final batch of
Spitfire HFVIIs, and was equipped with a Merlin64 engine. It was delivered to 39 MU on
6/1/44. It then went to 131Sqn on 8/3/44,
before being transferred to RAF Boscombe Down
on 14/9/44 for meteorological recording trials.
It was struck off charge on 22/11/45.
This 1/72 kit is by Hasegawa, as are the decals.
It presented no problems in its construction,
needing only a representation of the Sutton
harness (from Tamiya tape).
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